
The

Interview

Rupert Neve
Sadly, February saw the passing of audio giant Rupert Neve. Here we 
present a previously unpublished interview with PHIL WARD that stands 
as one of the last substantive conversations covering his life and work 

 It started with them 
asking whether there was 
any way in which I could 
— as they put it — ‘lift the 
guitar out of the mix’ 
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 It’s always been about signals. As a young 
radio ham in Argentina, the son of a British 
rep for The Bible Society, Rupert Neve built 
and repaired radio sets. After enjoying a 

surge in demand as war broke out, he would 
serve in The Royal Corps of Signals until 
demobbed — and then continue theme at 
Rediffusion and Ferguson Radio, while also 
beginning a mobile recording and PA service.

His first manufacturing enterprise was CQ 
Audio, making strikingly original hi-fi units for 
the 1950s living room, before modern 
composer Desmond Leslie commissioned a 
prototype multiple-channel audio mixer. On the 
back of that, Neve Electronics was born. Moving 
to the Old Rectory in Little Shelford, near 
Cambridge, Rupert’s big break came in 1963 
when Philips Records asked for a more 
sophisticated version of his original. The orders 
came flying in during the beat music boom, and 
a purpose-built factory opened in 1969. By 1973 
the company had 500 employees. Two years 
later Neve Electronics was sold and ARN 
Consultants founded, but not before the first 
NECAM moving-fader automation console was 
ordered by George Martin. 

In the ’80s the signals were mixed in a 
different way: the Neve Group was sold to 
Siemens as Neve himself started Focusrite, a 
commercial failure rescued by Phil Dudderidge 
in 1989, after which Neve began consulting for 
Graham Langley, Nick Franks and Amek. As the 
Neve Group merged with AMS in the 

background, Rupert created the System 9098 
console for Amek and soon afterwards moved 
to Wimberley near Austin, Texas.

With Amek sold to Harman, and AMS Neve 
controlling his legacy products, the signals were 
ominous. In 2000, Neve publicly distanced 
himself from AMS Neve products and seemed 
to retreat and take solace in new-found US 
citizenship. Then came the renaissance: ARN 
began trading as Rupert Neve Designs, driven 
by former Amek North America sales manager 
Josh Thomas, and the Portico Series modules 
heralded the complementary analogue 
dimension to the age of the DAW. During the 
last 10 years, the 5088 Discrete Mixing Console, 
the 5059 Satellite Summing Mixer and the 
Shelford Series of modules — among many 
other boutique products — have kept the signal 
strong.

How did that breakthrough moment occur  
in 1963?
I’d started building one or two bits of gear for 
quite old studios and I’d learned a lot about 
professional audio, having worked with 
Rediffusion. They had a very good R&D 

Department and some really fine engineers. To 
my astonishment, after being there less than a 
year, they appointed me ‘Transformer King’, as 
they called it: they were involved in audio 
landline distribution around the towns, a widely 
popular thing before and during World War 
Two. We were responsible for audio output 
transformers running to about 4kW, quite a 
high power in those days. At the other end of 
the scale we designed mic amplifiers with tiny 
input transformers, so I was covering a large 
range when it came to transformers.

After that, I started a little business of my 
own [Neve Electronics, 1961]. By 1963 Philips 
Records in London, later Polydor, was looking 
for a transportable, high-quality console and I 
had the amazing opportunity of building that 
console for them. But it started with them 
asking whether there was any way in which I 
could — as they put it — ‘lift the guitar out of the 
mix’, bearing in mind everything was mono in 
those days. There was only one track, so if you 
weren’t happy with the recording you had to get 
the musicians back in the studio and re-record. 
They were usually people who were singing and 
playing in the nightclubs around London, and to 
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 …after being there less than a year, they 
appointed me ‘Transformer King’…

/ “For the most part they were delighted with what we delivered” — Rupert Neve
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get them all together for another recording 
session was a major logistical problem!

It really all started with the guitar. Even today, 
a guitar in a loud band is easily lost — assuming 
acoustic guitar. So, I set to work to design an 
equaliser: a steep-sided presence curve with a 
mid-frequency lift that centred between 1kHz 
and 2.5kHz. By applying all the somewhat 
limited knowledge I then had, I was actually 
able to produce a device that you could tune to 
favour the frequencies of the guitar. They liked 
it and ordered a console with this kind of EQ. 

Up to that point, everybody had grown up on 
standard equalisation for classical music, so to 
come up with something that was different, and 
tuneable, was a real innovation.

I began to think that if Philips Records liked 
it, maybe others will like it too — and, applying 
the general principle not only to those mid 
frequencies but in general terms, it became a 
much more powerful equaliser than what was 
available to the industry at the time. With 
hindsight, I can say that was a breakthrough. It 
was a point that was very significant, although I 

didn’t realise it at the time. I just patted myself 
on the back for having done what the customer 
wanted! The classic Neve equalisers that 
followed for a number of years were all based 
on the same kind of approach and have been 
extremely successful. That’s where they got a 
kick-start, although I didn’t know it at the time.

The success of the business actually came as 
some surprise, then?
When I sold consoles in the early to mid ’70s, 
the Neve company just romped ahead and 
completely outstripped any expectations I had 
originally. By 1973 we had 500 people working 
for us worldwide; my wife was trained as a 
schoolmistress and I was just an R&D engineer, 
not a manager. The thing became too much for 
us, and we sold out to people who came to us 
with the usual formula: with your brains and my 
money, we’ll go places! Well, I still had the brains 
but they turned out not to have the money…

It wasn’t just the equalisers. I continued to 
work on that and I did a lot of listening — 
listening to what the customers were saying — 
and tried to respond to what they wanted. We 
had some variations of that form of equalisation 
that were also very successful, but the other 
thing was I’m a purist, always have been, and I 
was not satisfied unless the console was going 
to be reliable. In those days, the early days of 
transistors, equipment was not reliable. 
However, in my ignorant way — I was totally 
uneducated when it came to electronics — I 
evolved positive feedback circuits on the 
negative DC to the amplifiers: I froze them in 
the fridge; I baked them in the oven; and I 
monitored the current all the time until I was 
completely satisfied they were solid.

The coverage that Rupert Neve’s passing has 
received across specialist and wider media is a 
testament to the massive impact he had on popular 
culture in the late 20th Century. While he was 
described reverentially by The Guardian as the ‘Steve 
Jobs of Sound’, his business acumen and ability to 
market his products is not what he will be remember 
for — to continue that clumsy comparison, he was far 
more the Steve Wozniak of his own life story. 

His passing was noted by music industry 
luminaries across the world because he leaves 
behind him an unimpeachable body of innovative 
design and manufacture that went a long way to 
shaping the sound of generations of bands. He also 
leaves behind him an extensive library of designs, 
projects, ideas and inspiration which is likely to 
keep electrical engineers busy for years to come.   

“Rupert’s influence cannot be overstated,” says 
Mark Crabtree, managing director of AMS Neve, the 
current incarnation of the company Rupert sold and 
then steadily became estranged from. 

“He leaves an incredible legacy as a key figure in 
audio engineering history,” he adds. “As an engineer 
myself, I knew and admired Rupert for many years 
and have nothing but absolute respect for him as 
designer and as a warm and generous person.”

Josh Thomas, his partner in Rupert Neve Designs, 
says: “when Rupert, his wife Evelyn, and I sat at his 
kitchen table and founded Rupert Neve Designs 16 
years ago, he had two goals. The first was to set a 
new standard in the quality of recorded sound… 
The second was to pass on his philosophies, 
techniques, and methodologies to a new generation 
of designers to carry his life’s work and passion into 
the future.

“It was always assumed that the company would 
outlive him on this earth, and for 16 years he poured 
his energies into creating a team that would become 
the caretakers of the theories, practices, and 
ideologies… All of us at the company are 
exceedingly grateful for the years of careful 
instruction and mentoring with which he has blessed 
us, and we will continue to preserve his legacy.”

Talking to Josh on the line from Wimberley, Texas 
— the town Rupert called home from 1994 until his 
death — he went into a little more detail about the 
trove of documents the team at Rupert Neve 
Designs have been cataloging in order to preserve 
his work. 

“The archives are a witness to a 50-year design 
career,” he says. “We’re going to be doing an online 
archive. Everything will be put up there — or at least 

a great deal of it will. There’s no shortage of it. 
Much of it he went through with the design team 
here, but there’s still a massive amount to be 
scanned and uploaded.” 

Thomas then goes on to explain how Rupert’s 
archive reflected the working ethos he picked up 
early in his career, and carried with him until the end. 

“One of his first jobs was in transformer design 
and he was forced to keep meticulous notes on 
everything that he was working on, production 
issues etc., and that was kept up through the rest of 
his life. He was very, very generous with his 
knowledge, it didn’t matter if you were an aspiring 
designer or student at University, he would be able 
to sit down with whoever was speaking to him and 
relay complex information at a level that they could 
absorb and use.

“Since we started in ’05 we have been coming out 
with two or more products a year, and we have 
about a couple of dozen things that I would say are 
‘in progress’ — from theoretical schematics to first 
article prototypes that are ready for market. So 
there’ll be a wealth of product coming out for years 
and years to come.” 

You can read more on Rupert Neve’s history and 
legacy at www.rupertneve.com/company/history.

/ Josh Thomas and Rupert celebrate a TEC Award

The Neve Legacy 
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Our major competitors — people like Philips 
themselves — had not managed to get it 
together and their stuff was not reliable. As a 
result, we achieved a terrific reputation for high 
quality audio and audio that was extremely 
reliable. Those were the significant sales points 
of the early Neve business.

That first console is still at Castle Leslie… why 
did Desmond Leslie ask you for a solution?
I was looking for business, and I went to see 
Angus McKenzie at Olympic in Carlton Street to 
see if there was any piece of gear I could make 
for him, and that’s where I met Desmond Leslie. 
Everybody thought Desmond was a nutcase! 
He was looking for somebody to build a piece 
of equipment, and he looked at me very 
attentively and said: “Have you heard that 
transmission from Jupiter?” I thought he was 
spoofing, so I went into the same mood and 
said “Yes — and the one from Mars! Have you 
heard that one?” He said: “No — tell me about 
it…” He was serious, but I was spoofing. But we 
got onto the same wavelength that way. 

Then he said he’d got a contract with EMI to 
produce musique concrete background for a 
number of Shakespeare plays, and he took me 
to his flat. He’d got about five or six EMI 
recorders, the old BTRs, and he wanted a way 
of mixing these together. So I built a very simple 
line-level mixer for him. 

We nearly killed each other, because we 

were both working through the night: I had my 
head inside this table-mounted kit making 
some adjustment or other, all switched off. It 
must have been about three in the morning. He 
came wandering into the room and started 
switching everything on — so I was playing with 
300 Volts that I didn’t think were there.

Desmond Leslie’s mixer was a very simple 
device: there were main level controls for four 
or six inputs and you could pan between a 
number of them. I played about with the EMI 
tape machines, to a limited extent, with noise 
reduction — nothing as sophisticated as Ray 
Dolby’s, but the thing sounded nice. It was 
mainly a question of getting signal-to-noise 
ratios right. And that’s where the audio started.

He bought it, just when my wife and I were 
absolutely on our uppers. We’d been running a 
little hi-fi outfit called CQ Audio, for which we 
were building table model loudspeakers and 
domestic-type tape recorders. That kind of 

business was going from feast to famine, and 
after about two and a half years of it the famine 
took us over and we went bust. So, I was 
looking for some way of earning my living. I 
gave Desmond an estimate for what he’d have 
to pay, with some temerity because I had no 
idea of how to price it. But he called me and 
said "OK, that’s sounds all right — how soon can 
you do it?: Now, we had no capital, so I put on a 
very official voice and said that it was ‘the 
policy of our company’ to ask for one third of 
the price as a deposit. Again, he said no 
problem — do you want a cheque or cash?

That was a God-given break — and we had 
recently become Christians. Some of the things 
we were doing involved big risk-taking, and I 
believe that this was really the Lord prompting 
me to stick my neck out. I drove down to 
London — we were living in Harlow at the time 
— called in on Desmond and he gave me cash.  
I then went down to the surplus shops that 
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 …we achieved a terrific reputation for high 
quality audio and audio that was extremely 
reliable. Those were the significant sales 
points of the early Neve business.
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existed in those days and bought components 
and tools from a little Jewish outfit called 
‘Shorty’ — the source of a great many parts for 
the earliest bits of gear that I made. We put this 
thing together and Desmond liked it — and 
astonishingly the thing still seems to exist. I 
don’t know if it’s still working…

What kind of continuity is there with what 
you’re doing today? You say there’s a 
resurgence of interest in high quality audio, 
and of course Rupert Neve Designs has 
recently produced a new console…
Two consoles: the 5088 is a major console and 
the 5060 Centerpiece is a smaller, table-model 
version of that, which is also now very 
successful. The thing was, after various business 
flops — I founded Focusrite, which didn’t last 
very long with me; I sold out to Phil Dudderidge 
who made a wonderful success of it — I went to 
work as a consultant to Nick Franks of Amek. 
With Graham Langley, his partner and chief 
designer, we produced a major console. In 1977 
I’d sold the Neve company, but I was still 
retained as a consultant there too; George 
Martin called me up at one point and told me 
that Geoff Emerick was very unhappy because 
a console that had recently been delivered 
— they were still buying Neve consoles — was 
not sounding the way it should. He said if Geoff 
was unhappy, the studio [AIR] could not work.

He added that the Neve engineers had been 
to check out what was worrying him, and they 
hadn’t found anything, and had said it was fine. 
They also said Geoff was a temperamental guy, 
and if they just ignored him it would go away. 
Well, it didn’t go away. 

I had got to know Geoff reasonably well, and 
again I’d learned to interpret what customers 
were saying and even to read their facial 
expressions. If we’d delivered a piece of 
equipment and they were unhappy, that made 
me very unhappy. For the most part they were 
delighted with what we delivered, and Geoff 

was always delighted with what I’d supplied him 
with. But I went to the Oxford Street premises 
and I found Geoff genuinely unhappy.

He’d brought in a tape recorded somewhere 
else and A-B’d it through some of the channels 
of the recently delivered console — and for the 
life of me I couldn’t hear any real difference. 
Finally, I said to Geoff, for goodness’ sake what 
can you actually hear that’s making you 
unhappy? And he said well, it sounds brighter 
through the console. With that clue I was able 
to tune in and began to hear what he was 
hearing and agreed it should not sound the way 
it was sounding. So, we measured. We found 
that on three channels the output transformers 
had been incorrectly terminated. If you don’t 
terminate a transformer correctly its leakage 
inductance is going to resonate with any active 
load, such as the patch field and all the rest of it, 
that you’re adding to it. Yes, there was a 
resonance at 54kHz.

That satisfied me that I’d found something 
that technically shouldn’t have happened, and 
we corrected it. It was only a matter of minutes 
to put the right correction on those 
transformers, and Geoff relaxed. It was 
incredible: his facial expression told a story. 
Since then I’ve discovered a lot about the way 
in which humans react to sounds that are 
pleasant, relaxing and in keeping with what they 
believe to be high quality. If you go the other 
way, people become frustrated and even angry. 

Professor [Tsutomu] Oohashi in Japan 
[Department of Research & Development, 
Foundation for Advancement of International 
Science, Tokyo] has done a lot of work on this. I 
went to Japan and spent a day with him, 
examining his papers, and it’s amazing: if you 
cut off frequencies above 20kHz it produces 
sensations of anger; if you allow the frequencies 
above 20kHz to extend to at least about 70kHz, 
free of distortion and other artefacts, the 
listener can relax and enjoy it! These things can 
be measured, because the brain is actually 

emitting electrical waves. Professor Oohashi 
evolved a method of measuring them.

I’ve actually got a method of measuring this 
too — much simpler than his method, but it 
works — it’s on my desk right now. I can put this 
device on my head and I can listen to a piece of 
equipment that has got some Class B distortion 
and my mood changes — and you can actually 
display the electrical brain waves on the ‘scope. 
It’s quite amazing. So not only can you hear it 
subjectively, you can prove it.

How did ARN become RND?
“I had a place in Wimberley, Texas by this time 
and was also doing work for one or two others, 
but I still had the bee in my bonnet that I 
wanted to do work for myself. I met Josh 
Thomas when he was sales director for Amek 
US; he’s a terrific guy and one of the finest sales 
people I’ve ever met professionally in the audio 
business, with sufficient technical knowledge to 
know what I was talking about. He and I spent a 
couple of years tossing ideas back and forth, 
during which I was designing a new console 
that didn’t use any ICs. The whole thing is 
discrete components, and completely free of 
any push-pull artefacts, crossover distortion 
and so on. The basic circuits were there, and the 
question I was asking Josh was what to do with 
this stuff! Well, we decided, let’s put a little 
company together and see if we can sell it.

We started with modules, and we agreed 
that we were never going to go into consoles: 
consoles today are a pretty major thing for a 
couple of guys to take on. But, you know 
(laughs)… the desire was there, people started 
talking to us about consoles and we couldn’t 
restrain ourselves! We finally succumbed to it, 
and we built the 5088. Aside from a few 
teething troubles in the first year, it has been 
extremely successful. We’ve had virtually 
nothing in the way of returns or complaints. The 
old reputation for reliability is there; it’s totally 
Class A — an overworked expression but it’s 
genuine — without any crossover distortion.

Josh and [general manager] Tom Burkhart, 
our financial guy, run the business; I’m still the 
design consultant, still coming up with new 
ideas — I’ve got some ideas now on a new form 
of equalisation — and I’m designing 
microphones with Siwei Zou of sE Electronics in 
China. He’s one of the finest microphone 
designers I’ve ever come across. We get on well 
because we can talk to each other about the 
kind of microphone we’d like to produce. I do 
the electronics and he does the acoustics. So, 
life is still very interesting.

Your faith has clearly sustained you through 
momentous changes…
In the very earliest days our little outfit was in 
Little Shelford, near Cambridge. We lived in 
Harlow New Town from about 1959, renting a 
house there. I was looking for work and I was 
designing loudspeakers, as well as bits of audio 
gear — actually microphones for the RAF, 
through a firm called Airmed in Harlow 
[“Lightweight air and ground crew headsets; 

/ Rupert's collaboration with Josh Thomas [centre] allowed him to work for himself again. 
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quick-donning oxygen masks for attachment to aircrew headsets”]. Then 
Pye Ltd. in Cambridge asked me to design a table-model loudspeaker for 
them, and we didn’t have the space. We had a garage in which, if I stood 
up, I would bump my head against the crossbeams! So, we had to find a 
bigger place.

The way it happened was really something that the Lord had given us: 
we had been looking for such a place, and this Old Rectory was empty, 
and they wanted £14,000 for it — this was, remember, about 1962 — and 
we couldn’t afford that. With a little help from my mother, we’d managed 
to put together £7,000. That was our budget to buy a house. I went to 
the Diocese of Cambridge and put my case: I said, look, this place is going 
to rack and ruin, it’s damp and it’s going to deteriorate rapidly, you’re 
asking too much money for it. Moreover, I said, I believe we can make 
good use of it; we are Christians like you, we will be building a business 
that is honouring to the Lord and so on… and I made a presentation to 
their committee. They asked for a few days to think about it — remember 
I was offering half of what they were asking for it — and the guy phoned 
me the next Friday and said he’d just come out of a committee meeting 
and that he had both good and bad news for me…

He said he needed a ‘face-saver’ for such a low offer, but I insisted on 
our position. But then he said: ‘Mr Neve, would you go to £7,200?’ Well, of 
course we said yes, and we bought that place, valued at £14,000, for 
£7,200. We had to give undertaking to the Local Authority — and to the 
University, incidentally — not to do anything that would electrically 
interfere with the Lords Bridge telescope nearby [now the Mullard Radio 
Astronomy Observatory]. 

I went to see the guy who was in charge in those days, Sir Gordon Ryle 
[The Ryle Telescope is still there], a lovely old buffer who wasn’t really 
interested in why I’d come to see him. He wanted to talk to me about 
what he was doing, not what I was doing. He told me they were 
monitoring the equipment out at Lords Bridge by sending out a lad on a 
bicycle with a notebook, who would take readings twice a day and bring 
them back to the lab in Cambridge. I said: ‘why in the world don’t you use 
a telephone line?’ 

He said they couldn’t do it on the telephone; it had to be written down 
in black and white. I said: ‘have you heard of telemetry?’, and I explained 
the basics of what today would be so simple to do, and it had never 
occurred to him. He said: ‘could you do this?’ 

I talked to a couple of engineers and they very quickly put in a simple 
telemetry system… and the lad on the bicycle lost his job!

Right from the beginning, the way in which these things happen has 
been miraculous. They have been things that I couldn’t control myself, 
and I believe as a Christian that the Lord still does control what I’m doing. 
At 94 years of age, I don’t have many more years sitting here designing 
but for those years I’m given I will continue to try and make a 
contribution. I should also emphasise that we’ve got half a dozen really 
first-class young engineers whom I’m training and nurturing, getting 
them to enter the principles of transformer design and all the stuff that 
went into the successes of the past. They really are a first-class bunch of 
lads, and I want to hand it on — given that I probably won’t be here very 
much longer… 
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The most accurate 
speaker systems around

- Trevor Horn

/ Rupert Neve, Josh Thomas and RND's 5088 desk. 


